Life without water: how do bacteria generate biomass in desert ecosystems?
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Many of the world’s most arid deserts harbour surprisingly diverse communities of heterotrophic bacteria. These organisms persist in surface soils under extreme climatic conditions, despite lacking obvious energy inputs from phototrophic primary producers. A longstanding conundrum has been how these communities sustain enough energy to maintain their diversity and biomass. We recently helped to resolve this conundrum by demonstrating that some desert communities are structured by a minimalistic mode of chemosynthetic primary production, where atmospheric trace gases, not sunlight, serve as the main energy sources. These findings are supported by pure culture studies that suggest atmospheric trace gases are dependable energy sources for the long-term survival of dormant soil bacteria. We predict that atmospheric trace gases may be a major energy source for desert ecosystems worldwide.

Deserts are one of the largest biomes. They cover one-fifth of the planet’s terrestrial land surface (35.7 × 10^8 km^2) and occupy latitudinal ranges along the tropics, Arctic, and Antarctic. Deserts are defined as having a precipitation to evapotranspiration ratio (P/ET) of less than 1 and can be classified as sub-humid (0.5–0.65), semi-arid (0.2–0.5), arid (0.05–0.2) and hyper-arid (<0.05). With the exception of hyper-arid deserts, these regions are collectively recognised as drylands and are critical for human development. However, the productivity and biodiversity of these regions is being increasingly threatened by anthropogenic land degradation and climate change.

Microbial community structure in desert soils

Organisms inhabiting arid and hyper-arid desert ecosystems face multiple physicochemical pressures, including water and organic carbon deficit, UV radiation damage, and often extreme temperature variations. Despite these stressors, these ecosystems host a surprising abundance and diversity of microorganisms. Culture-independent surveys show microbial communities inhabiting both hot and cold deserts are similar on a phylum level to those inhabiting mesic soils, but are highly specialised at the species level and strongly shaped by physicochemical factors. Aerobic heterotrophs from the Terrabacteria superphylum (including Actinobacteria and Chloroflexi) are particularly dominant in desert soils, with Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria, and Bacteroidetes phylotypes also common. It is thought that these communities are integral for supporting ecosystem services in desert regions, including nutrient turnover and fixation of carbon and nitrogen.
The relative abundance and diversity of microbial taxa in desert ecosystems shows considerable variation across multiple spatial scales. This reflects both the influence of climatic factors and the inherent heterogeneity of surface soils in terms of physical structure, chemical composition, and nutrient bioavailability. In desert communities, soil moisture and organic carbon content are thought to be particularly important factors driving niche processes. This reflects that organic carbon derived from photosynthetic primary production is a major energy source for the heterotrophic microorganisms that generally dominate these communities. However, the combined effects of water deficit and damaging UV radiation inhibit photosynthetic processes and in turn limit primary production in arid and hyper-arid desert ecosystems. On a global scale, plant biomass per unit area is two to threefold less in drylands (6 kg km⁻²) compared to temperate ecosystems (10–18 kg km⁻²).

To withstand the physiochemical pressures of desert ecosystems, some photosynthetic bacteria (e.g. Cyanobacteria) and algae (e.g. Chlorophyta) have evolved cellular mechanisms to withstand the physicochemical pressures of desert ecosystems. Notably, many phototrophs can efficiently colonise cracks and fissures of translucent rocks and biological soil crusts. These environmental refugia provide desiccation buffers and protection from UV radiation, allowing these specialised producers to fix carbon and nitrogen at sufficient rates to support associated heterotrophic communities. As a result, phototrophs are dominant primary producers in dryland ecosystems worldwide. However, culture-independent studies indicate both arid and hyper-arid deserts, such as those in Atacama, Negev, and Antarctica, often harbour diverse communities of putative aerobic heterotrophic bacteria, despite very low abundances of Cyanobacteria and other phototrophs.

![Figure 1. Basemap showing microbial community structure of desert ecosystems in different continents. Pie charts represent the relative abundance of major bacterial phyla of three cold and five hot deserts, as determined by 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing. The Negev Desert chart shows unpublished data collected by Sean Bay. The map is shaded by Global Aridity Index (AI), the ratio of precipitation availability over atmospheric water demand. Calculations are based on mean annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual potential evapotranspiration (MAE) data from 1950–2000 and are displayed as a grid layer at a spatial resolution of 30 arc-second (~1 km at the tropics).](image)

**A minimalistic mode of primary production**

Lacking obvious organic carbon inputs, most microorganisms within hyper-arid desert communities seemingly persist in various dormant states, where energy is directed towards persistence rather than growth. While dormancy offers microorganisms a bet-hedging strategy to survive chemically and physically challenging conditions, it is not a cost-free state, as some maintenance energy is required for basic cellular functions such as macromolecular repair. Through recent studies, we have provided evidence that some desert surface soil communities are structured by a minimalistic mode of primary production, where atmospheric gases, not sunlight, serve as the main energy source.

We analysed the surface soil microbial communities of two coastal ice-free desert sites in Eastern Antarctica, Robinson Ridge and Adams Flat. Both sites had limited capacity for photosynthesis and...
were extremely low in organic carbon content. Despite this, they harboured diverse communities of bacteria belonging to the superphylum Terrabacteria, including Actinobacteria, Chloroflexi, and two candidate phyla, WPS-2 (*Candidatus* Eremiobacteraeota – desert bacterial phylum) and AD3 (*Candidatus* Dormibacteraeota – dormant bacterial phylum). To understand the metabolic potential of this community, shotgun metagenomics and differential coverage binning were used to construct 23 draft microbial genomes. Genes supporting energy conservation were widespread, with the majority of the bacteria encoding high-affinity lineages of the enzymes [NiFe]-hydrogenase and a carbon monoxide dehydrogenase. Pure culture studies on multiple organisms have shown that these enzymes facilitate trace gas scavenging to support persistence of heterotrophic bacteria under organic carbon starvation. Gas chromatography measurements confirmed that aerobic soil microcosms aerobically scavenged H₂ and CO at rapid rates. For dormant bacteria, atmospheric trace gases are favourable energy sources, given their ubiquity throughout the troposphere, low redox potential, and high diffusivity.

In addition, we found that bacteria from the Actinobacteria, Eremiobacteraeota, and Dormibacteraeota clades encoded the genes for autotrophic CO₂ fixation via the Calvin Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle. We validated that the soil communities encoded and expressed type IE RuBisCO enzyme, a recently discovered clade of the CO₂-fixing enzyme that supports hydrogenotrophic growth in some Actinobacteria but is absent from known phototrophs. The co-occurrence of these genes with high-affinity hydrogenases and carbon monoxide dehydrogenases suggested that these communities were able to fix CO₂ into biomass using atmospheric trace gases, rather than solely relying on exogenous inputs from photosynthetic organisms. To test this, we traced assimilation of ¹⁴C-labelled CO₂ by these samples in microcosm experiments. We were able to demonstrate that, under H₂-enriched conditions, chemosynthetic CO₂ fixation increased up to tenfold. In contrast, no significant stimulation was observed following light illumination. Based on these findings, we propose that, in desert ecosystems where photosynthetic organisms are excluded due to aridity, dormant bacterial communities are sustained by atmospheric chemosynthesis: members maintain energy and carbon needs by aerobically respiring atmospheric H₂ and CO and, in some cases, using these gases to fix CO₂ into biomass (Figure 2).

### Aerobic gas scavengers

Pure culture studies have provided insights into the physiological role and biochemical basis of trace gas scavenging. For example, our research has recently helped to resolve the biochemical basis and physiological significance of atmospheric H₂ oxidation. In the lower troposphere, H₂ occurs at trace amounts (~530 ppbv) and is rapidly cycled between sources (e.g. methane photolysis, fossil fuel combustion) and sinks (i.e. bacterial scavenging, hydroxyl radical oxidation). Atmospheric H₂ scavenging, in addition to being ecologically important, is of major biogeochemical significance given it is the primary sink in the global H₂ cycle.

To harness the energy of H₂, bacteria employ specialised metalloenzymes called hydrogenases to catalyse the reversible reaction H₂ = 2H⁺ + 2e⁻. Historically, hydrogen metabolism was thought...
to primarily occur in low O₂, high H₂ environments such as oceanic sediments, gastrointestinal tracts, and hydrothermal systems. Reflecting this, the first isolated hydrogenotrophs had low affinities for H₂, and the first structurally characterised hydrogenase enzymes were highly O₂-sensitive. However, recent studies have demonstrated that diverse soil bacteria can aerobically respire H₂ even at atmospheric concentrations. We now know of four [NiFe]-hydrogenase lineages (group 1h, 1d, 1f, 2a) that support aerobic respiration and have biochemical adaptations to function in the presence of O₂. Of these, the group 1h [NiFe]-hydrogenase is a high-affinity enzyme that primarily mediates atmospheric H₂ scavenging and is widely distributed in aerobic soil bacteria, including those in Antarctica.

Our recent pure culture studies have shown that the survival of bacteria belonging to dominant soil phyla such as Actinobacteria and Acidobacteria is enhanced by aerobic respiration of H₂. For example, the model soil organism Mycobacterium smegmatis upregulates the expression of two high-affinity hydrogenases under carbon starvation and persists by oxidising H₂ below atmospheric levels. Mutant strains, lacking the genes encoding hydrogenase structural subunits, have a 40% reduction in survival in carbon-limited batch and continuous cultures. The physiological role of atmospheric H₂ scavenging was further tested with a thermophilic isolate from an oligotrophic volcanic soil, namely Pyrironomas methylaliphaticum. Following the transition from exponential to stationary phase, this acidobacterium upregulated the expression of an eight-gene operon of the high affinity group 1h [NiFe]-hydrogenase. Depletion of its carbon sources triggered the transition to a non-replicative persistent state supported by atmospheric H₂ scavenging. Furthermore, pioneering work led by the Constant group has demonstrated that exospores of Streptomyces species express homologous enzymes and use them to support long-term survival.

**Conclusions and future directions**

It is indisputable that microbial persistence requires energy. However, atmospheric substrates such as H₂ and CO have long been overlooked as potential energy sources. We now have evidence that aerobic respiration of these gases is widespread and have a rationale for the adaptive advantage this offers to dormant bacteria living in conditions where persistence is favoured over growth. While trace gases serve as energy sources for bacteria in aerated soil ecosystems worldwide, they are particularly important for microbial communities in soils with low water and carbon content, where photoautotrophs are excluded. We have confirmed that trace gases serve as the primary energy sources supporting two Antarctic desert sites. Moreover, there is evidence that the enzymes mediating atmospheric chemosynthesis are also encoded in other oligotrophic ecosystems, including the hyper-arid deserts of the Atacama and volcanic deposits of Hawaii.

Our recent findings in the Antarctic, as well as ongoing research into trace gas scavenging, will form the basis of future investigations. We are particularly interested in answering how significant this process is in explaining microbial biodiversity and primary production in other desert ecosystems such as the Negev Desert, Israel and the Atacama Desert, Chile. A key question is how does the balance between photosynthetic primary production and chemosynthetic primary production change along aridity gradients. These ecological studies are being supported by ongoing work focused on understanding the physiology and biochemistry of trace gas scavenging using pure bacterial cultures and purified enzymes.
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